
Transform your business & IT

Gain insight into your IT landscape with our innovative tool



In the light of challenges like digital transformation, M&A 

and Industry 4.0, companies need to maximize their IT 

 capabilities. It takes intelligent mechanisms for information 

sharing and collaboration to be a modern business. Only 

this allows the organization to concentrate on developing 

 innovative products. 

Information about IT architectures is kept in isolated data 

sources or complex toolsets. This prohibits access to this 

valuable information by a distributed organization.

TheCHALLENGE

This is where leanIX comes in, putting a lightweight, 

web-based  information platform in place. By using 

 contextual filters, retrieving answers regarding IT 

 architecture can be as easy as booking your hotel 

online or shopping on Amazon. 

In leanIX every employee can capture and update knowledge 

about an application or technology. Other users are automatically 

informed about changes tailored to their needs based on 

individual subscriptions.

TheSOLUTION



IT Inventory Collaboration Reporting



User-friendly Interface

Usable by Non-Experts

Context-based Search

SaaS or On-Premise

API, SDKs & Ecosystem

Subscription & Notification

Interactive Reporting

Scalable Pricing Model



1. Direct access to saved reports

2. Jump to a Fact Sheet or a Report

3. View comments, drive a conversation   

 in the context of a report

4. Export to different formats like PDF,     

 PNG, SVG and XLS

5. The interactive reports are always    

 up-to-date

6. Open details in a new window by      

 clicking on an item

7. Drill down or aggregate information

8. Create a custom query with easy   

 to use filter facets and see the  

 result  immediately

9. Change the view and apply a  

 different highlight

OUTSTANDING USER
INTERFACE



At LeanIX we think in ecosystems to support the user 

in the best possible way. Link leanIX to a Business 

Process Modeling (BPM) tool and enjoy the seamless 

integration by showing a process picture directly tied to 

an application in leanIX.

LeanIX is centered around the user experience of web 

platforms in private life: Well known concepts like intuitive 

navigation, self-explanatory fields and inline forms allow 

users to immediately feel comfortable with leanIX. Tasks 

like creating a new application, designing a query for a 

report or commenting are within reach of a single click.

INTEGRATION MECHANISMS

+ Full access via browser
+ REST API
+ SDK
+ Single Sign-on
+ On-Premise or SaaS
+ Excel Im- & Export

TOOL INTEGRATIONS

+ Process Modeling  
  (e.g. Signavio)
+ Requirements Management  
  (e.g. Jira)
+ Configuration Management   
  (e.g. Service Now)
+ Collaboration Platforms  
  (e.g. Confluence)
+ Document Management   
  (e.g. Sharepoint)

INTEGRATE LEANIX
INTO YOUR LANDSCAPE

ONBOARD NEW USERS
IN HALF A HOUR



GROW AS YOU GO 
WITH A SCALABLE  
PRICING MODEL

With different editions you can set-up leanIX according 

to your requirements. All information is kept together in 

one workspace containing single items you would like to 

capture, so-called Fact Sheets. Add available modules or 

add-ons to maximize the value you get out of leanIX and 

to tweak the tool exactly to your needs.

STARTER BUDGET SMART PRO ULTIMATE

250 
Fact Sheets

350 
Fact Sheets

750 
Fact Sheets

Unlimited 
Fact Sheets

Unlimited 
Fact Sheets

3 
Users

30 
Users

Unlimited 
Users

Unlimited 
Users

Unlimited 
Users

30 
Viewers

Unlimited 
Viewers

Unlimited 
Viewers

Unlimited 
Viewers

Collaboration 
Module

3 
Workspaces

Multiple 
Workspaces

Priority 
Support

VIP 
Support

30 

DAYS 

FREE

TRIAL



“The agile, lightweight and fast to implement approach of leanIX as 
 Software as a Service matches our requirements of Enterprise  Architecture 

 Management. It fits the needs of the IT organization with distributed 
 responsibilities while  following a central governance. 

It allows my team to establish an increased IT transparency across 
country  borders. We get insight faster and better than before. The 
information contained in leanIX enables projects to start faster and 

decreases ramp-up costs.”

» Silvio Hefti, CIO Helvetia Gruppe «



LeanIX GmbH 
info@leanix.net  

+49 228 2862992 0

www.leanix.net


